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We realize Surface Code quantum memories for nearest-neighbor qubits with always-on Ising in-
teractions. This is done by utilizing multi-qubit gates that mimic the functionality of several gates.
The previously proposed Surface Code memories rely on error syndrome detection circuits based on
CNOT gates. In a two-dimensional planar architecture, to realize a two-qubit CNOT gate in the pres-
ence of couplings to other neighboring qubits, the interaction of the target qubit with its three other
neighbors must cancel out. Here we present a new error syndrome detection circuit utilizing multi-
qubit parity gates. In addition to speed up in the error correction cycles, in our approach, the depth of
the error syndrome detection circuit does not grow by increasing the number of qubits in the logical
qubit layout. We analytically design the system parameters to realize new five-qubit gates suitable
for error syndrome detection in nearest-neighbor two-dimensional array of qubits. The five-qubit
gates are designed such that the middle qubit is the target qubit and all four coupled neighbors are
the control qubits. In our scheme, only one control parameter of the target qubits must be adjusted
to realize controlled-unitary operations. The gate operations are confirmed with a fidelity of >99.9%
in a simulated system consists of nine nearest-neighbor qubits.
I. INTRODUCTION
One of the most important areas of research in the
field of quantum computing is to design and imple-
ment highly efficient and fault-tolerant scalable quan-
tum architectures. The quantum systems are intrinsi-
cally error-prone since the states of qubits can change by
environmentally-induced errors. Therefore, to realize a
quantum memory, it is required to apply Quantum Er-
ror Correction (QEC) schemes [1] to preserve the states
of the qubits during idle times. One of the most promis-
ing QEC schemes is Surface Code [2]. The Surface Code
architecture consists of Z and X stabilizers [3, 4] and in-
troduces ancillary qubits dedicated to these stabilizers.
The code repetitively performs projective quantum non-
demolition (QND) parity measurements on these ancil-
lary qubits to measure the bit-flip and phase-flip errors
of the data qubits [5]. The number of ancillary qubits in
these measurements is approximately equal to the num-
ber of data qubits. Although it has been shown this ap-
proach results in storing information with a lower error
rate, the Surface Code methodology has a high computa-
tional and resource overhead to realize the logical states
and process the information. In this work, we propose
a protocol to implement an efficient quantum memory
based on Surface Code with applications in large scale
2-Dimensional (2D) nearest-neighbor (NN) quantum ar-
chitectures with always-on interactions. This is possible
due to our proposed five-qubit parity gates which can
be applied in parallel on the entire array of qubits.
Parity gates can be used as an elementary gate in uni-
versal quantum computation [6]. Kumar et. al. [7] de-
∗ sahar2@pdx.edu
signed a single-shot multi-qubit parity gate for quan-
tum systems with Ising interactions. That can be uti-
lized to generate efficient circuits for Mirror Inversion
(MI) [8–10] as a sequence of controlled-unitary opera-
tions between 2D nearest-neighbor qubits with tunable
couplings. This method significantly increases the ef-
ficiency by lowering the computational overhead since
the state transfer can be achieved in fewer computa-
tional steps without requiring ancillary qubits. Fur-
thermore, there is not any dephasing from idle qubits
since all the qubits are used in the MI operation as tar-
get or control qubits. However, the method is limited
to 2D systems with tunable couplings. Although it is
easier to perform multi-qubit gates in the systems with
tunable couplings, there are some disadvantages such
as increased circuit complexity and more noise intro-
duction. We generalize the previous approach to de-
sign five-qubit controlled-unitary gates to realize parity
gates in 2D nearest neighbor layouts with always-on in-
teractions.
In our model, each five-qubit parity gate consists of
one target qubit which is coupled to four adjacent con-
trol qubits where each control qubit can act as an ac-
tive control qubit or a dummy qubit. In the case of five-
qubit parity gate with four active control qubits, the gate
operates so that the state of the target qubit is flipped
when the XOR of all four adjacent qubits is one. In other
words, if the four adjacent control qubits have even or
odd parity, the state of the middle target qubit is pre-
served or inverted, respectively. However, in the case of
five-qubit parity gate with two active control qubits, the
state of the target qubit flips when two adjacent qubits
(two active control qubits) have odd parity, while the
other two adjacent qubits act as dummy qubits and have
no effect on the gate operation.
Here we introduce a new symbol to represent the
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2multi-qubit parity gates. As it is known, the symbol
of a full-colored circle on a control qubit means when
the logical state of control qubit is 1, the gate operation
is performed on the target qubit. While the symbol of
an empty circle means when the logical state of control
qubit is 0, the gate operation is performed on the target
qubit. We introduce the half-colored circles as shown
in Fig. 1 (a) which means the logical state of the control
qubit can be either 1 or 0. The half-colored circles are
meaningful when applied in pairs to represent the op-
posite states of two control qubits resulting in a gate op-
eration on target qubit. For example, in Fig. 1 (b) there
is a left-half colored circle on top control qubit, while on
the bottom control qubit there is a right-half colored cir-
cle. This means the two pairs of control qubits must be
in opposite states for the target qubit to change its state
(parity detection).
(a) (b)
FIG. 1: (a) Notations to represent the state of the
control qubits in controlled unitary operations (b) A
3-qubits parity gate. Half colored circles can be used in
pairs to represent the parity of the states of a pair of
control qubits
II. PHYSICAL MODEL AND THE SIMULATION
METHOD
To simulate the dynamics of a quantum system,
a time-dependent Schro¨dinger equation needs to be
solved. Knowing the Hamiltonian of the system H and
the initial state |Ψ (t0)〉, the time evolution of a quan-
tum state is given by |Ψ (t)〉 = U (t) |Ψ (t0)〉 with U (t) =
e−iHt/~ being the unitary transformation of the system.
Throughout this paper, we consider ~ = 1.
Consider a (m × n) two-dimensional system of qubits
with always-on nearest-neighbor Ising interactions.
Such a system can be described by the following
Hamiltonian[10–13], where the qubits are labeled with
j and k, for the rows and columns, respectively.
H =
n∑
k=1
m∑
j=1
(
∆j,k σ
j,k
x + εj,k σ
j,k
z
)
+
+
n∑
k=1
m−1∑
j=1
ξkj,j+1σ
j,k
z σ
j+1,k
z +
n−1∑
k=1
m∑
j=1
ξk,k+1j σ
j,k
z σ
j,k+1
z , (1)
where σx and σz are Pauli operators, ∆j,k is the tun-
neling energy for the qubit located at the j-th row and
k-th column, and εj,k is the bias energy for the qubit.
Here ξkj,j+1 is the coupling energy between two adjacent
vertically coupled qubits in column k. Similarly, ξk,k+1j
is the coupling energy between two adjacent horizon-
tally coupled qubits in row j. The Hamiltonian opera-
tor is a 2m×n × 2m×n matrix, which scales exponentially
with the number of qubits in the system. It is chal-
lenging to solve such a large matrix analytically in or-
der to derive the system parameters. However, using a
pulses bias scheme [14, 15] and reduced Hamiltonian
technique [16], we can solve the system parameters to
realize a desired multi-qubit parity gate.
We consider a system of nine qubits as depicted in the
black square in Fig. 2, where each qubit is interacting
with 4 neighbors. We design a controlled-unitary gate
where qubits A, B, C, and D are control qubits and T is
the target qubit. In the architecture shown in Fig. 2,
we consider four coupling strengths ξA, ξB, ξC, and ξD
respectively between the target qubit T and the control
qubits A, B, C, and D. By design, the coupling strengths
between pairs of qubits are alternating in a row or col-
umn of the two-dimensional array of qubits. Therefore,
if any qubit in the array be selected as the Target qubit,
it is interacting with four neighbors with four distinct
coupling strength.
The evolution of a nine-qubit system, qubits A, B, C,
D, E, F, G, H and T in Fig. 2, is described by a 512× 512
Hamiltonian matrix. Qubits E, F, G, and H have direct
interactions with control qubits but do not have any di-
rect interaction with the target qubit. In order to study
their impact on the dynamics of the system, we applied
the same bias parameters on E, F, G, and H qubits as for
control qubits A, B, C, and D. We observed that they do
not affect the 5-qubit gate operation nor the gate opera-
tion affects the state of these qubits. Therefore, to find
the parameters of a five-qubit gate operation on A, B, C,
D and T, we analyze a 32×32 Hamiltonian matrix. Using
the reduced Hamiltonian scheme [16, 17], we break this
Hamiltonian matrix to sixteen 2× 2 Hamiltonian matri-
ces. Each 2 × 2 Hamiltonian describes evolution of the
target qubit T in a subspace depending on the states of
the control qubits. Then for each of these 2 × 2 Hamil-
tonians, we generate a unitary matrix by integrating the
Schro¨dinger equation, and then equating the generated
unitary matrix to a desirable controlled unitary gate op-
eration for that subspace. Next, we describe this in de-
tails.
The evolution of the target qubit T being directly cou-
pled to the control qubits A, B, C, and D can be de-
scribed by the reduced Hamiltonian:
Hred = ∆Tσ
T
x +
{
εT + ξA 〈Φ |σAz |Φ〉 + ξB 〈Φ |σBz |Φ〉
+ ξC 〈Φ |σCz |Φ〉 + ξD 〈Φ |σDz |Φ〉
}
σTz (2)
where the label ”red” stands for the reduced evolution
subspace and |Φ〉 represents the initial state of four con-
trol qubits A, B, C, and D, each is initialized to |0〉 or
3FIG. 2: In non-tunable coupling systems, each qubit is
interacting with 4 neighbor qubits. In this figure, we
are interested to perform a Parity gate on the target
qubit T where it is directly coupled to qubits A, B, C,
and D.
|1〉. The parameters of the Hamiltonian are the same
as Eq. (1) but for simplicity, we have dropped some la-
bels for the 5-qubits system shown in Fig. 2: ∆T, εT are
the tunneling energy and the bias energy for the target
qubit, respectively, and ξi is the coupling energy be-
tween control qubit “i” and the target qubit, where i =
A, B, C, D. Depending on the initial state of |Φ〉, the ex-
pectation value of σ iz can be +1 or -1.
Note that here we have ignored the effect of the next-
nearest-neighbor couplings. The qubits E, F, G, and H
do not contribute to the evolution of the target qubit
T as they don’t have any direct coupling with T. In our
simulations, the biases on non-interacting qubits E, F, G,
and H are set such that their states are preserved.
Given the above reduced Hamiltonian, the unitary
transformation on target qubit in terms of the system
parameters can be derived as
U (t) = eiθ

cos(ωt)− 2piiEω sin(ωt) 2pi(−i∆T)ω sin(ωt)
2pi(−i∆T)
ω sin(ωt) cos(ωt) +
2piiE
ω sin(ωt)
 ,
(3)
with E being the effective bias and ω = 2pi
√
∆2T +E
2 be-
ing the angular momentum of the gate operation. Here
θ is a global phase factor.
Designing multiple-controlled unitary gates in a sys-
tem with always-on interactions requires careful atten-
tion to the connectivity/couplings between qubits. To
design a controlled-unitary gate where the target qubit
is interacting with a set of neighbors but only a sub-
set of neighbors have a control role; one needs to can-
cel out the effect of those neighbors who do not have a
control role. For instance, in Fig. 2 consider designing
a CNOT gate between qubits A and T, where A is the
control qubit and T is the target qubit. Here, the qubits
B, C, and D have direct interaction with qubit T but do
not have a control role. Therefore, we need to design a
five-qubit controlled-unitary gate with one target qubit
T, one active control qubit A, and three dummy qubits
B, C, and D. Note that the states of the dummy qubits
should not effect the CNOT gate operation between A
and T. Since there are 8 logical states (000,001, ...,111)
associated with the dummy qubits, to achieve the de-
sired CNOT gate, one needs to realize a sequence of
8 five-qubit controlled-unitary operations, each taking
the duration of τ . Where each five-qubit controlled-
unitary operation configures T as the target qubit, A as
the control qubit with logical state 1, and B, C, and D as
the control qubits with one of the 8 logical states [16].
In most of the error correction codes such as Repe-
tition Code [18], the bit-flip error syndrome detection
circuit uses a sequence of two CNOT gates applied on
two data qubits as control qubits and one measurement
qubit as the target qubit. In a 2-dimensional system
with always-on interaction, this results in a decompo-
sition to a sequence of sixteen controlled-unitary oper-
ations (16τ). Utilizing the five-qubit parity gates with
two active control qubits, we realize the same function-
ality while reducing the circuit depth to a sequence of
only three controlled-unitary operations (3τ).
III. FIVE-QUBIT PARITY GATESWITH TWO ACTIVE
CONTROL QUBITS
In this section we design a five-qubit parity gate in
a 2D array of qubits where only two of the four con-
trol qubits have an active effect while the effects of two
other control qubits are canceled. As discussed above
and shown in Fig. 2, qubit T is the target qubit. Our
goal here is to apply a parity gate to detect the par-
ity of qubits A and B which are vertically coupled to
the target qubit T. Therefore, we perform an X uni-
tary operation on the target qubit UT = X in the sub-
spacesQAQB = |10〉 andQAQB = |01〉, irrespective of the
states of the qubits C, and D. In the subspaces where
QAQB = |00〉 or QAQB = |11〉 we will perform an Iden-
tity unitary operation on the target qubit UT = I . This is
done by applying a sequence of four controlled-unitary
gates as shown in Fig. 3 (a). Similarly, the circuit shown
in Fig. 3 (b) realizes a parity detector gate where the
qubits C and D are the two actively effective control
qubits.
In Fig. 3 (a) and (b), the two gates located in the middle
can be combined into one gate which operates on the tar-
get qubit if the qubits A vs B and C vs D are in different
states. We can represent this gate with four half colored
circles on the control qubits, where (A, B) and (C, D)
are considered the pairs with opposite half-colored cir-
cles as shown in Fig. 4, where the pairs of half-colored
circles are color-coded.
Note we consider only the qubits that have direct cou-
pling with the target T. In Table I we list the effec-
4(a)
(b)
FIG. 3: The circuits to realize parity gates with only
two active vertical (a) or horizontal (b) control qubits.
(a)
(b)
FIG. 4: (a) Two active vertical control qubits. The red
half-colored circles represent the different states of
qubits C, and D. (b) Two active horizontal control
qubits. The red half-colored circles represent the
different states of qubits A, and B. The same principle
applies to green half-colored circles.
TABLE I: Effective bias under each subspace when
qubit T is coupled to four neighbor qubits A, B, C, D.
AB CD Effective Bias
0 |00〉 |00〉 E = εT + ξA + ξB + ξC + ξD
1 |00〉 |01〉 E = εT + ξA + ξB + ξC − ξD
2 |00〉 |10〉 E = εT + ξA + ξB − ξC + ξD
3 |00〉 |11〉 E = εT + ξA + ξB − ξC − ξD
4 |01〉 |00〉 E = εT + ξA − ξB + ξC + ξD
5 |01〉 |01〉 E = εT + ξA − ξB + ξC − ξD
6 |01〉 |10〉 E = εT + ξA − ξB − ξC + ξD
7 |01〉 |11〉 E = εT + ξA − ξB + ξC − ξD
8 |10〉 |00〉 E = εT − ξA + ξB + ξC + ξD
9 |10〉 |01〉 E = εT − ξA + ξB + ξC − ξD
10 |10〉 |10〉 E = εT − ξA + ξB − ξC + ξD
11 |10〉 |11〉 E = εT − ξA + ξB − ξC − ξD
12 |11〉 |00〉 E = εT − ξA − ξB + ξC + ξD
13 |11〉 |01〉 E = εT − ξA − ξB + ξC − ξD
14 |11〉 |10〉 E = εT − ξA − ξB − ξC + ξD
15 |11〉 |11〉 E = εT − ξA − ξB − ξC − ξD
tive bias in all 16 possible subspaces of QAQB = |10〉,
QAQB = |01〉, QAQB = |00〉, and QAQB = |11〉, where
qubits C, and D, have arbitrary values.
In the subspace QAQB = |10〉, where qubits C,
and D have arbitrary values, the effective bias is
E = εT − ξA + ξB ± ξC ± ξD. To realize an X operation,
we need to cancel the diagonal terms in Eq. (3), and
force sin(ωt) = 1 and ω = 2pi∆T which results in
−2pii∆T sin(ωt)/ω = −i, where −i contributes as a phase
factor of 3pi/2 on the target qubit. This extra phase on
the target qubit can be tracked in the course of compu-
tation. The following conditions must be satisfied:
cos(ωt) − 2piiE
ω
sin(ωt) = cos(ωt) +
2piiE
ω
sin(ωt) = 0
=⇒ E = 0, cos(ωt) = 0 (4)
Considering t = τ for the X operation time, we need
to satisfy condition: ωτ = (4n+ 1)pi/2, where n is an
integer. For rf-SQUID (Superconducting Quantum In-
terference Devices) qubit systems, one set of param-
eters which satisfies the conditions above would be
∆T = 25 MHz, n = 0, and τ = 10 ns, while bias pulse
magnitude can range up to 10 GHz [7, 14, 16]. Can-
celing out the effective bias (E = 0) we would also need
the condition:
εT = ξA − ξB ± ξC ± ξD . (5)
As shown in Table I, the effective bias in Eq. (5) – sub-
spaceQAQB = |10〉 – expands to four subspaces depend-
ing on the state of QCQD:
QCQD = |00〉 , εT = ξA − ξB − ξC − ξD
QCQD = |01〉 , εT = ξA − ξB − ξC + ξD
QCQD = |10〉 , εT = ξA − ξB + ξC − ξD
QCQD = |11〉 , εT = ξA − ξB + ξC + ξD . (6)
5By choosing ξA = ξB and ξC = ξD, for QCQD = |01〉,
|10〉 we get εT = 0, while for QCQD = |00〉, |11〉 we have
εT = −ξC − ξD = −2ξD, and εT = ξC + ξD = 2ξD.
A similar calculation can be done for subspace
QAQB = |01〉 with the same results for the bias on the
target qubit (εT). Therefore to realize an X operation on
the target qubit, we keep biases on all control qubits at
some arbitrary value such that it would not cancel the
effect of couplings [16] εA = εB = εC = εD = 2 GHz, and
apply a sequence of bias pulse steps on the target qubit
as following, with each of them taking τ = 10 ns:
εT1 = −ξC − ξD, εT2 = 0, εT3 = ξC + ξD (7)
where εTi represents the i-th bias magnitude on target
qubit T. The order of applying these three pulse steps
does not matter, since at the end after 30 ns, the desired
gate operation has been realized. Table II summarizes
all possible effective biases in each subspace under the
three pulse steps given by Eq. (7). This table is derived
by substituting the bias magnitude of the target qubit
under each pulse step (εT1 , εT2 , εT3 ) in the effective bias
E given in Table I.
Then to perform an X operation in subspaces where
QAQB = |10〉 and QAQB = |01〉, we set the coupling val-
ues such that the effective bias is canceled out under
one of the three pulse steps (εT1 , εT2 , εT3 ) while an Iden-
tity operation is realized elsewhere (see Table II). For all
other subspaces where QAQB = |00〉 and QAQB = |11〉,
we want to achieve Identity operation under all three
pulse steps (εT1 , εT2 , εT3 ). By choosing ξA = ξB and
ξC = ξD, most of the equations in Table II simplify or
cancel out and only 7 effective bias equations remain
which are listed below
E = 2ξB, E = 2ξD, E = 4ξD, E = 2ξB + 2ξD
E = 2ξB − 2ξD, E = 2ξB + 4ξD, E = 2ξB − 4ξD (8)
Under the above effective biases, we like to achieve an
Identity gate operation. Therefore, we should choose the
coupling values such that the off-diagonal terms in Eq. 3
are zero and diagonal terms are 1. This results in
cos (ωt) = 1 ⇒ ω = 2pin
τ
(9)
where n is an integer. For ξ  ∆T, we can ignore ∆2T
in ω = 2pi
√
∆2T +E
2, which results in ω = 2piE = 2pin/τ .
Therefore, we choose the effective biases in the equa-
tions above as multiples of some integers τ such that
2ξB = 2
v
τ
, 2ξD = 2
w
τ
, 4ξD = 4
w
τ
⇒
2ξB ± 2ξD = 2v ±wτ , 2ξB ± 4ξD = 2
v ± 2w
τ
(10)
where v and w are integers. One set of values for a
system with tunneling energy ∆T = 25 MHz and τ =
10 ns are the coupling values ξA = ξB = 0.6 GHz and
ξC = ξD = 0.4 GHz. The above set of parameters real-
izes a parity gate that detects the parity of qubits A vs
B (vertical) while ignoring the states of D and C (hor-
izontal). Similar calculations can be done to design a
parity gate that detects the parity of qubits D vs C (hor-
izontal) while ignoring the states of A and B (vertical).
Here, we would like to perform an X unitary operation
on the target qubit (UT = X) in subspaces QCQD = |10〉
and QCQD = |01〉, no matter what the states of qubits
A and B are. In all other subspaces where QCQD = |00〉
or QCQD = |11〉, we want to perform an Identity opera-
tion on qubit T (UT = I). Using the set of parameters as
discussed previously, we can apply a bias pulse on the
target qubit with the following three magnitudes, each
taking τ = 10 ns
εT1 = −ξA − ξB, εT2 = 0, εT3 = ξA + ξB (11)
IV. FIVE-QUBIT PARITY GATEWITH FOUR ACTIVE
CONTROL QUBITS
Now consider the case where the target qubit detects
the even or odd parity of the four control qubits. For the
target qubit to flip when the parity of four control qubits
is odd, we need to treat all four control qubits equally,
therefore, we set the coupling values connected to the
target qubit equal ξA = ξB = ξC = ξD = ξ. To realize an
Identity operation on subspaces when the parity of four
control qubits is even (subspaces in rows 0, 3, 5, 6, 9, 10,
12, and 15 from Table I), the effective bias on the target
qubit must be chosen such that the angular frequency
of the target qubit equals an integer multiple of 2pi over
the Identity operation duration, say ω = 2piE = 2pin/τ ,
with n being an integer. This results in
E = εT =
v
τ
, E = εT ± 4ξ = wτ (12)
where v and w are integers. Using the same parame-
ters derived in the previous section for the initial bias
εT = 2 GHz and tunneling ∆T = 25 MHz, τ = 10 ns, and
ξ = 0.4 GHz the conditions above are met. That would
be true even if we change the coupling strength to
ξ = 0.6 GHz.
In order to realize an X operation on the target qubit,
the effective bias is set to zero on the desired subspaces
(rows 1, 2, 4, 7, 8, 11, 13, and 14 in Table I). This results
in E = εT ± 2ξ = 0 leading to
εT1 = 2ξ, εT2 = −2ξ. (13)
Note that this gate operation also results in a phase fac-
tor 3pi/2 on the target qubit which can be tracked in the
course of computation. As we showed the multi-qubit
gate that detects the parity of four can be performed
in a sequence of two controlled-unitary operations (2τ)
which is faster than detecting the parity of two out of
four which takes a sequence of three controlled-unitary
operations (3τ).
6TABLE II: Effective bias in each subspace under each pulse sequence
AB CD εT1 = −ξC − ξD εT2 = 0 εT3 = ξC + ξD|00〉 |00〉 E = +ξA + ξB E = ξA + ξB + ξC + ξD E = ξA + ξB + 2ξC + 2ξD
|00〉 |01〉 E = ξA + ξB − 2ξD E = ξA + ξB + ξC − ξD E = ξA + ξB + 2ξC
|00〉 |10〉 E = ξA + ξB − 2ξC E = ξA + ξB − ξC + ξD E = ξA + ξB + 2ξD
|00〉 |11〉 E = ξA + ξB − 2ξC − 2ξD E = ξA + ξB − ξC − ξD E = +ξA + ξB
|01〉 |00〉 E = +ξA − ξB E = ξA − ξB + ξC + ξD E = ξA − ξB + 2ξC + 2ξD
|01〉 |01〉 E = ξA − ξB − 2ξD E = ξA − ξB + ξC − ξD E = ξA − ξB + 2ξC
|01〉 |10〉 E = ξA − ξB − 2ξC E = ξA − ξB − ξC + ξD E = ξA − ξB + 2ξD
|01〉 |11〉 E = ξA − ξB − 2ξC − 2ξD E = ξA − ξB − ξC − ξD E = +ξA − ξB
|10〉 |00〉 E = −ξA + ξB E = −ξA + ξB + ξC + ξD E = −ξA + ξB + 2ξC + 2ξD
|10〉 |01〉 E = −ξA + ξB − 2ξD E = −ξA + ξB + ξC − ξD E = −ξA + ξB + 2ξC
|10〉 |10〉 E = −ξA + ξB − 2ξC E = −ξA + ξB − ξC + ξD E = −ξA + ξB + 2ξD
|10〉 |11〉 E = −ξA + ξB − 2ξC − 2ξD E = −ξA + ξB − ξC − ξD E = −ξA + ξB
|11〉 |00〉 E = −ξA − ξB E = −ξA − ξB + ξC + ξD E = −ξA − ξB + 2ξC + 2ξD
|11〉 |01〉 E = −ξA − ξB − 2ξD E = −ξA − ξB + ξC − ξD E = −ξA − ξB + 2ξC
|11〉 |10〉 E = −ξA − ξB − 2ξC E = −ξA − ξB − ξC + ξD E = −ξA − ξB + 2ξD
|11〉 |11〉 E = −ξA − ξB − 2ξC − 2ξD E = −ξA − ξB − ξC − ξD E = −ξA − ξB
V. SURFACE CODE ERROR SYNDROME DETECTION
BASED ONMULTI-QUBIT GATES
In Surface Code scheme [5], a 2D array of physical
qubits is constructed with interleaving data qubits and
measurement qubits called measure-Z and measure-X
ancillary qubits, and a methodology is presented to pro-
tect the architecture from both bit-flip and phase-flip
errors at the same time. The measure-X and measure-
Z qubits detect phase-flip and bit-flip parities, respec-
tively. As shown in Fig. 5, each data qubit in Surface
Code is surrounded with 4 measurement qubits while
each measurement qubit is surrounded with 4 data
qubits. At the start, all measurement qubits are initial-
ized to zero. At each error correction cycle, we perform
measurements only on ancillary measurement qubits
which stabilize the data qubits. Note that the states of
data qubits are not perturbed by the measurement. A
software maps the detected error syndromes (bit-flip,
phase-flip, measurement error) to a graph model which
keeps track of errors and fixes the errors [5, 18].
For instance, in Fig. 5, the qubit Zb forces the
data qubits Df, De, Dc, and Db to an eigenstate of
ZˆDf ZˆDe ZˆDc ZˆDb operator, while the qubit Xc forces the
data qubits Di, Df, Dh, and De to an eigenstate of
XˆDiXˆDfXˆDhXˆDe operator. Note the chosen stabilizer op-
erators XˆDi XˆDf XˆDh XˆDe and ZˆDf ZˆDe ZˆDc ZˆDb must com-
mute with one another to force the projective measure-
ment outcome of the system into a unique eigenstate of
all the stabilizers. Moreover, the order of applying Xˆ
and Zˆ operators on data qubits is important. The or-
der must be chosen to ensure that we are not measur-
ing the result of Xˆ and Zˆ operators of any data qubit
simultaneously. Failure to keep the commutation rela-
tionship of neighbor stabilizers results in random mea-
surements [5]. In our example, the order of Xˆ and Zˆ
in XˆDiXˆDfXˆDhXˆDe and ZˆDfZˆDeZˆDcZˆDb guarantees that
the two stabilizers are commuting as well as the shared
data qubits Df and De between the two stabilizer types
XˆDiXˆDfXˆDhXˆDe and ZˆDfZˆDeZˆDcZˆDb are interacting with
one ancilla qubit of a type (Xc or Zb) at a time. This
ensures the robustness of Surface Code to ancilla errors
[19].
FIG. 5: A 2D array of qubits with nearest-neighbor
couplings forming a Surface-17 planar code logical
qubit. Here 17 physical qubits (labeled) are required to
form a logical qubit, 9 of which are data qubits and 8 of
them are measurement ones. The box shows two data
qubits De and Df in green, one measure-Z qubit Zb in
blue and one measure-X qubit Xc in orange.
The quantum circuits to detect bit-flip error or phase-
flip error during one cycle of Surface Code are based
on applying CNOT gates. In some systems, one could
perform a CNOT gate on any pair of neighboring qubits
while the unwanted couplings to the other neighboring
7qubits are shut off or sufficiently detuned such that their
interaction with the target qubit can be neglected. How-
ever, in systems with always-on interactions, the cou-
pling values can not be tuned or shut off during the
error syndrome detection and performing CNOT gates
are costly. Here we consider designing new multi-qubit
gates to facilitate error syndrome detection in such sys-
tems. In this section, we discuss different scenarios to
realize Surface Code error correction for systems with
always-on interactions using the introduced multi-qubit
gates.
FIG. 6: A 2D array of Surface Code where each pair of
data qubits share a measure-X qubit and a measure-Z
qubit as shown in the square box. All measure-Z qubits
are coupled to data qubits with the same coupling
strength shown in red, while all measure-X qubits are
coupled to data qubits with the coupling strength
shown in light grey.
Consider a large fabric of Surface Code with the pro-
posed architecture shown in Fig. 6. Here, all measure-
Z qubits are coupled to the surrounded data qubits us-
ing the same coupling strength ξA = 0.4 GHz and all
measure-X qubits are coupled to the surrounded data
qubits by the same coupling strength of ξB = 0.6 GHz.
In this architecture, we can use our multi-qubit gates
plus Hadamard gates to realize one cycle of error syn-
drome detection. The order of applying multi-qubit
gates is given below – note that Hadamard gates are ap-
plied on all measure-X qubits at the beginning and end
of each cycle:
A. Apply five-qubit parity gates where data qubits
are the target qubits, and top and bottom X sta-
bilizers are the active control qubits, while the left
and right Z stabilizers are the dummy qubits (see
Fig. 7 (a)).
B. Apply five-qubit parity gates where data qubits
are the target qubits, and top and bottom Z sta-
bilizers are the active control qubits, while the left
and right X stabilizers are the dummy qubits (see
Fig. 7 (b)).
C. Apply five-qubit parity gates where all Z stabiliz-
ers are the target qubits and all data qubits are the
active control qubits (see Fig. 7 (c)).
Note that the order of applying these multi-qubit op-
erators is important. Next we use the Heisenberg rep-
resentation [5] and work on the stabilizer formalism to
confirm the correct order by evaluating two different
choices. For simplicity, we consider a small subspace of
two data qubits a and b, and two measurement qubits
Z and X as shown in Fig. 6. Here, we analyze the effect
of our multi-qubit gates acting on the small subspace of
interest step by step.
Let us start with the order of A, C, B from above; first
a multi-qubit vertical Xˆ operator, second a Zˆ operator,
third a horizontal Xˆ operator. Consider the box of four
qubits as depicted in Fig. 6. Initially, the measure-X and
measure-Z qubits are initialized to |+〉 and |0〉, respec-
tively, and the system is in a simultaneous eigenstate
of the two operator products XˆX Iˆa Iˆb IˆZ and IˆX Iˆa Iˆb ZˆZ .
There is a tensor product between each pair of single-
qubit operators but is removed for simplicity. Then ap-
plying the vertical Xˆ operator results in XˆX Xˆa Iˆb IˆZ and
IˆX Iˆa Iˆb ZˆZ . Applying the Zˆ operator leads to XˆX Xˆa IˆbXˆZ
and IˆX Zˆa Zˆb ZˆZ . And finally applying the horizontal Xˆ
operator results in
XˆX Xˆa Xˆb XˆZ and ZˆX Zˆa Zˆb ZˆZ . (14)
The order chosen above will not work since the resulted
stabilizers in Eq. 14 do not commute and the single mea-
surements of Xˆ and Zˆ operators give us random results.
Next we consider the order of A, B, C from the above;
first a multi-qubit vertical Xˆ operator, second a horizon-
tal Xˆ operator, and third a Zˆ operator. Initially, we have
XˆX Iˆa Iˆb IˆZ and IˆX Iˆa Iˆb ZˆZ . Applying the vertical X oper-
ator results in XˆX Xˆa Iˆb IˆZ and IˆX Iˆa Iˆb ZˆZ . Then apply-
ing the horizontal X operator leads to XˆX Xˆa Xˆb IˆZ and
IˆX Iˆa Iˆb ZˆZ . Finally, applying the Z operator results in
XˆX Xˆa Xˆb IˆZ and IˆX Zˆa Zˆb ZˆZ . (15)
This order of applying multi-qubit gates guarantees that
each two data qubits share a pair of Xˆ and Zˆ stabilizers
and the measurements after each cycle are valid.
In all three steps above, the states of all qubits that are
not used in the multi-qubit gate operations are frozen.
The error correction cycle is performed by applying
3 sequences of multi-qubit parity gates as ordered in
Fig. 7 (a), (b), and (c). We can add/remove an arbitrary
number of multi-qubit parity gates to scale up or down
these gates in a larger 2D array of qubits when realizing
a large-scale Surface Code memory.
The proposed protocol can be further improved by
considering a new phase-error-detection circuit utiliz-
ing a five-qubit parity detection gate with four active
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FIG. 7: A two-dimensional array of Surface Code. (a) Applying multi-qubit X operators on all vertical columns in
2D array of qubits shown in dotted lines. (b) Applying multi-qubit X operator on all horizontal rows in 2D array of
qubits shown in dotted lines. (c) Applying multi-qubit Z operators on 2D array of qubits shown in dotted red lines.
control qubits. The conventional phase-error-detection
circuit is shown in Fig. 8 (a). One can reach the same
functionality by reversing the direction of each CNOT
gate and sandwiching it between Hadamard gates on
both control and target qubits. Canceling out the con-
secutive pair of Hadamard gates on measure-X qubit,
the equivalent circuit is shown in Fig. 8 (b). More-
over, the functionality of the four CNOT gates shown
in Fig. 8 (b) can be achieved by a five-qubit parity gate
with four active control qubits. As depicted in Fig. 8 (c),
to realize a phase-flip detection circuit, first, we ap-
ply Hadamard gates on data qubits surrounding the
measure-X qubit, then we apply a five-qubit parity gate
with four data qubits acting as active control qubits and
the measure-X qubit acting as the target qubit. Finally,
we apply Hadamard gates on the four data qubits.
Utilizing the five-qubit parity gates with four active
control qubits plus single-qubit Hadamard gates, one
can realize Surface Code error detection cycles in a se-
quence of only two multi-qubit gates plus single-qubit
gates. Here the order of applying multi-qubit gates is
not important and Hadamard gates are applied on all
data qubits at the beginning and end of each cycle.
A. Apply five-qubit parity gate where the X stabiliz-
ers are the target qubits and the surrounded data
qubits are the active control qubits.
B. Apply five-qubit parity gates where the Z stabiliz-
ers are the target qubits and the surrounded data
qubits are the active control qubits.
VI. DISCUSSION
We use our derived gate parameters in a MATLAB
simulator that performs time evolution of a nine-qubit
system as shown in Fig. 2. The simulator solves
the Schro¨dinger equation based on trotterization [20]
method with 0.1 ns trotter steps . We consider qubits
E, F, G, H in the simulation to show that their states re-
main unchanged during the five-qubit gate operations.
We use the following equations for calculating the gate
fidelity:
Fid =
∣∣∣∣Tr(U†idealU) ∣∣∣∣
d
, (16)
Fid + Unit =
Tr
(
U†U
)
+
∣∣∣∣Tr(U†idealU) ∣∣∣∣2
d × (d + 1) (17)
where d = 29 is the dimentionality of the computational
space, Uideal is the unitary transformation of the desired
ideal gate, and U is the achieved unitary transformation
calculated from the time evolution of the system:
U = e−i
∫ τtotal
0 H(t)dt , (18)
with τtotal being the overall duration of the gate oper-
ation and H(t) being the Hamiltonian of the system at
time t. The fidelity equation in Eq. 17 accounts for
checking the unitary condition of the quantum opera-
tion [21] and reports slightly lower gate fidelity as it is
depicted in Fig. 9.
Note that in an experimental setup, one can realize
the presented gates by choosing a different set of pa-
rameters which match with their physical system. One
may choose different integers or multiply each parame-
ter by a scaling factor such that the conditions explained
in sections III and IV remain satisfied [7, 14]. For exam-
ple, another set of parameters satisfying Eq. 4 would be
∆T = 25 MHz, n = 1, and τ = 50 ns. Or the same gate
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FIG. 8: The logically equivalent phase error syndrome detection circuits (a) The conventional phase-error
syndrome detection circuit (b) The equivalent phase error syndrome detection circuit where the direction of CNOT
gates are reversed and some consecutive pair of Hadamard gates are canceled out (c) The equivalent phase error
syndrome detection circuit utilizing the five-qubit parity gate with four active control qubits (a, b, c, d) and X as
the target qubit
fidelity can be achieved by keeping n = 0, but chang-
ing τ to 20 ns and reducing the tunneling parameter
to ∆T = 12 MHz instead. An example of implementing
controlled-unitary gates deriven by bias pulse scheme
on an rf SQUIDs physical system has been presented in
Ref. [14]. The parameters such as tunneling, coupling,
bias pulse magnitude and duration chosen in this paper
are in the same range as discussed in Ref. [14], where it
is shown how these parameters can be adjusted to real-
ize the controlled-unitary gates on the hardware.
Figure 9 shows the sensitivity of the parity gate with
four active control qubits on the different parameters.
As depicted in Fig. 9 (a), a mismatch of up to 2 MHz in
the tunneling value results in the fidelity drop of < 1%,
however this can be compensated by adjusting the bias
pulse width τ on the target qubit. In Fig. 9 (b) we swept
away the coupling value of all four control qubits from
the designed value ξ = 0.4 GHz and plotted the fidelity
change. As it can be seen, if we use the same bias pulse
magnitudes from Eq. 13, εT1 = 0.8, εT2 = −0.8, the gate
fidelity drops significantly. However, if we change the
magnitudes of the bias pulse according to the new ξ val-
ues, we can achieve a high fidelity gate again. As we
discussed, any error from the parameter mismatch in
tunneling and couplings can be respectively recovered
by adjusting the bias pulse duration and magnitude.
Therefore, the control circuitry is greatly reduced since
by only adjusting one control parameter (bias pulse),
one can achieve a high fidelity gate.
Our simulation shows that increasing the chosen bias
value on control qubits would result in better gate fi-
delity. In Fig. 9 (c) the resulted fidelity vs bias val-
ues varying from 1 GHz to 10 GHz is plotted. For in-
stance, with bias on control qubits as 2 GHz, the fidelity
of the parity gate with four active control qubits (with
∆T = 25 MHz, ξ = 0.4 GHz, and τ = 10 ns), was 0.9972
and 0.9944 based on Eq. 16 and Eq. 17, respectively.
However, changing the bias on control qubits to 3 GHz
resulted in gate fidelity of 0.999 and 0.998, respectively.
In the physical realizations, the bias pulses are not
ideal and have some rise/fall times depending on the
control electronics. The effect of the rise/fall times can
be compensated by slightly changing the gate duration
times [14]. Ideally one can use the analytical methods
to design the ideal bias pulses and then use optimiza-
tion methods to optimize the rise/fall times and bias
pulse shapes based on their physical system to achieve
the highest fidelity.
In this work, we considered the Hamiltonian with
Ising interactions, however, the proposed gates can be
realized for Hamiltonians with XX and YY interactions
by simply interchanging the tunneling and bias values
while coupling values and other parameters remain un-
changed [7, 15]. Furthermore, here we considered an
arbitrary size 2D array of qubits to represent the ap-
plication of multi-qubit parity gates in Surface Code
schemes. However, it is often required to perform a
reduced Xˆ or Zˆ stabilizers on the borders of a logical
qubit. To realize a two-terminal stabilizer, one can use
the five-qubit parity gate with two active controls. Also
realizing a three-terminal stabilizer is possible using a
five-qubit parity gate with three active control qubits.
Designing a five-qubit parity gate with three active con-
trol qubits using the methods discussed here is straight-
forward. Note that different coupling strengths are en-
gineered depending on the number of the active control
qubits in a multi-qubit gate and this effects on the ar-
chitectural design decisions of the Surface Code array
in systems with always-on interactions.
VII. CONCLUSION
We designed new five-qubit parity gates with the
fidelity of > 99.9% for nearest-neighbor architectures
with always-on Ising interactions. There are many ap-
plications for these new gates, such as performing quan-
tum state transfer in blocks of two-dimensional (2D) ar-
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FIG. 9: The effect of changing the system parameters on the fidelity of the parity gate with four active control
qubits. Initial parameters are set as ∆T = 25 MHz, τ = 10 ns, ξ = 0.4 GHz, and bias on control qubits as 2 GHz, then
one parameter (tunneling, coupling or bias) is changed while all others are constant. Here we considered two
different fidelity formulas as discussed in the main text. Fid represents the fidelity based on Eq. 16, and Fid+Unit
represents the fidelity based on Eq. 17 where the unitary condition of the gate is also evaluated. (a) The effect of
changing the tunneling (b) The effect of equally changing the coupling strengths (c) The effect of changing the bias
on control qubits.
ray of qubits. In this paper, we utilized these gates in
error-syndrome-detection circuits. We designed a new
quantum memory architecture for systems with always-
on interactions, and presented a Surface Code proto-
col based on multi-qubit gates. The five-qubit parity
gates can simultaneously be applied on many qubits in
the array of Surface Code by adjusting only one control
parameter (bias on the target qubits). Here, the Sur-
face Code cycles can be achieved by applying two se-
quences of five-qubit parity gates across the entire qubit
array, with the duration of each sequence being 2τ plus
the timing required for single-qubit gates and measure-
ments. The conventional Surface Code schemes based
on two-qubit gates use the same timing for single-qubit
gates and measurements, however, they need at least
three sequences of CNOT gates across the qubit array. In
the 2D qubit systems with always-on interactions, each
CNOT gate takes 8τ which adds up to 24τ for a full Sur-
face Code cycle. The advantages of using our proposed
Surface Code memory architecture can be summarized
in four main points:
1. It extensively simplifies the control circuitry.
2. It achieves a much faster error-correction cycle
compared to the error syndrome detection circuits
based on two-qubit gates.
3. It is expandable to large-scale Surface Code archi-
tectures with a fixed circuit depth for any size of a
2D array of qubits.
4. It removes the possibility of developing relative
phases (dephasing) during idle times since there
are no idle qubits in this scheme.
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